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Disclaimer
Marcum LLP and Marcum Technology have prepared these materials as part of an educational program.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances
of any particular individual, entity or case. While every effort has been made to offer current and accurate
information, errors can occur. Furthermore, laws and regulations referred to in this program may change
over time and should be interpreted only in light of particular circumstances. The information presented
here should not be construed as legal, tax, accounting, valuation or investment advice. No one should act
on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular
situation.
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Divorce – Almost More Common Than Not
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Broad Considerations
► Estate planning during and after a divorce

► What should be considered?

► What happens during and after the process of separation and 
divorce?
► State law considers you legally married until the final divorce ending 

the marriage is signed by the judge
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Presentation Notes
Bob / SeanFor spouses who have accumulated assets during their marriage, or who have received an inheritance/gifts from family members during marriage, financial considerations often become a battleground in divorceNot limited to high net worth individuals, although it is more common for themThe financial aspects of a divorce are not a singular point in time event – their impact can extend a lifetime, whether through support payments or determining how best to live with the assets maintained/received in the divorceTherefore, it is very important to consider how a divorce may impact a spouse’s estate planWe will talk in more detail about what can be done re: estate planning during a divorce (not much) as well as afterward (much more)You’re married until you aren’tMakes it difficult to make unilateral changes to an individual’s estate plan during the divorce (although the planning can be done to make these changes as soon as the divorce is finalized – which is a best practice).  You don’t want to let these potential changes linger, have something happen, and then have the spouse’s ex receive all of the assetsParticularly important, and more complicated, in 2nd/3rd marriages with blended familiesBoth spouses will be watching each other to ensure that marital assets are not wasted by the other party to their detriment
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Review Existing Estate and Trust Documents
► Wills
► Health Care Proxy
► Power of Attorney
► Insurance trusts and existing policies
► Existing trusts

► Revocable Trusts
► Irrevocable Trusts

► Guardianship for minor children
► Consider trusts for minor children
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Review of Prior Gift Tax Filings
► Look at both federal and state gift tax returns
► Was there gift splitting?
► What is the amount of exemption remaining for each spouse?
► Were there completed gifts?

► Running of the statute of limitations
► Was there adequate reporting on the gift tax returns including 

valuations if necessary?
► Were premiums paid for life insurance policies owned by 

irrevocable trusts reported as gifts?
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BarryThis is becoming particularly important again given the upcoming election and potential changes to the gift/estate tax exemptionWe will talk in more detail later about how estate planning and gifts to children can be used as a tool to help settle cases – the dynamics around how that is done may change if the gift/estate tax exemptions change in the future
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What Can and Cannot Be Changed?
► State law

► Automatic restraining order on assets

► Beneficiary designations 

► Trust Amendments
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Reaching the Desired Outcome
► What can be done to avoid unintended results?

► Alimony trusts
► Can allow paying spouse to avoid income tax liability on earnings 

from assets used to pay alimony

► Impact of prenuptial / postnuptial agreements

► Coordination of divorce counsel and estate counsel
► Important to involve all of a client’s advisors when dealing with 

divorces involving high net worth individuals – there are a lot of 
moving, yet interconnected, parts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SeanWhat can be done to avoid unintended results?Covey principle – begin with the end in mindThe fourth bullet point holds the key – spouses should coordinate their divorce and estate counselPaying higher support and retaining more assets may lead to the need for different estate planning than paying no support in exchange for a larger property divisionWhat type of assets are being retained – Liquid or illiquid?  Cash flow generating or non-cash flow generating?The client’s tax advisor should also be involvedBest practice to give consideration to the annual cash flow the spouse will have available post divorce (both monied and non-monied spouse) – you don’t want them to be in the position in which they don’t have sufficient cash flow to live and are stuck with illiquid investmentsAlimony TrustAn alimony trust is a trust to which the alimony-payer transfers property after the divorce in lieu of making alimony payments directly. The trust provides for the regular payments to be made to the recipient spouse. The transfer of the assets to the trust will not be a gift if made pursuant to a proper agreement, and the income from the trust will be excluded from the transferring spouse’s income, in essence restoring the deductibility that existed prior to the 2017 Tax Act. The recipient spouse will pay income tax on any income distributed to him or her, with the trust paying the tax on any excess, which again mimics the old tax law. At the spouse’s death, any remaining property reverts to the payor spouse. Prenuptial / Postnuptial agreementsDefer to RAR
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Forensic Investigation of Trusts
► Is the trust an alter-ego of the grantor or beneficiary?

► For example, spouse sets up and funds a trust for benefit of children 
but uses the trust assets to purchase new residence or pay for 
personal expenses

► When can a trust be pulled back into the marital estate?
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SeanIt is possible that a spouse may try to divert marital assets for their own benefit by creating a trust for the benefit of someone else (often kids) and then using those trust assets for personal benefitJust because assets are in a trust does not mean that they cannot be pulled back into the marital estateIf the establishment of a trust is an attempt to divert marital property, it could still be considered a marital assetThe facts and circumstances will drive this – When was the trust established?  Is the grantor receiving any benefits?  Are the beneficiaries receiving any benefits?If separate and marital assets are commingled in a trust, a more extensive tracing may also be required to establish the separate portion of the funds (to be discussed in further detail later)Moral of the story is that just because assets are put into a trust doesn’t mean that they are exempt from being divided as marital asets
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Estate Planning as a Tool to Settle Cases
► Significant flexibility to use estate planning as a tool in settlement 

vs. going to trial

► Can be used to bridge gaps in disputes over asset values / 
property division
► Begin transferring assets to trusts for benefit of children?
► Spouses must still be left with enough assets to live off of

► Allows for utilization of discounts for lack of control / marketability 
if structured appropriately
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Presenter
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SeanWe have seen the use of estate planning concepts as a creative tool to help settle casesReally only an option outside of trialIf the assets were going to pass to the children upon death, and assuming the individual would be left with sufficient assets to live off of, it may be viewed by the other spouse as more palatable if assets are going to the children rather than their spouseMany people don’t want to see assets go to future former spouse, but don’t mind if assets go to the kidsIt’s an attempt to create a win/win situation rather than a win/lose situationDiscountsGifts of minority interests in entities can consider lack of control and lack of marketability discounts, which may reduce the gross (undiscounted) value by 30%-45%.  Or, if liquid assets are held, a spouse could consider setting up a family holding company, contribute liquid assets to the holding company, and then gift minority interests in the holding company to the children (very common estate planning technique just repurposed for divorce in this example)More beneficial for high net worth individuals whose assets at death will be in excess of the gift/estate tax threshold (keep in mind that threshold may be lowered n the future)Allows greater transfer of wealth before triggering gift/estate tax
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Long-Term Planning for Children
► Not trying to be pessimistic, just realistic

► Consider putting gifted assets into trusts to make separate 
property claims / tracing easier for the children down the road
► Consider naming multiple beneficiaries of a single trust in order to 

demonstrate that the trust assets are intended to benefit more than 
just a single individual
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Separate Property Tracing
► Assets acquired via inheritance or gift are typically considered 

separate property
► Separate property also typically includes assets owned prior to the 

marriage
► Division of assets to be “equitable,” not necessarily “equal”

► Tracing of separate property is likely necessary to support 
separate property claim
► Particularly if inherited / gifted assets were commingled with marital 

assets rather than kept in a separate account / trust
► Commingling doesn’t prohibit a separate property claim, but it 

makes the tracing more complicated
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Separate Property Tracing
► Spouse making the separate property claim has the burden of 

proof, which is often satisfied via asset tracing

► Supportability of tracing often depends on the existence of 
supporting documents that may be needed for many historical 
years
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Separate Property Tracing
► Separate property tracing documentation

► Bank / investment account statements
► Cancelled checks
► Gift / estate tax returns
► Assignment / transfer documents
► Tax returns / K-1s
► Real property ownership records
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SeanTracing is a very granular analysis – into the weedsImagine trying to gather 40 years of these items in order to establish a separate property claimAgain, that is why tracing is typically much simpler when separate trusts / accounts hold the assets for the which the separate property claim is being made and there has been no commingling
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Separate Property Tracing
► Common Tracing Methods

► Prorata
► Identifies deposits, withdrawals, and appreciation/depreciation as 

either:
► Marital
► Separate
► Mixed

► Lowest Intermediate Balance / Marital Out First
► Assumes marital funds used before separate funds

► Clearinghouse / Identical Sum Inference
► Equivalent (or nearly equivalent) in time and amount
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SeanProrata works well for investment accountsLowest intermediate balance / marital out first works well when full detail is not available for a prorata analysisClearinghouse / identical sum inference can be used in conjunction with either of the prior two methodsUseful when you want to trace the purchase of a specific asset to separate fundsBreaks the prorata allocation approach, but prorata can still be used (if more separate funds are assumed to go out for the separate asset purchase, then more marital funds are left in the account)
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Post-Divorce Considerations
► Revisit the estate plan once the divorce is finalized

► Don’t want to unintentionally leave former spouse as a beneficiary 
on accounts, insurance policies, etc.
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